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The Decline of Men’s Choir in 20th Century Germany: 
an Homage to Erwin Lendvai1 
 
Gesine Schröder 
 
I would like begin this essay with some good news tangential to my main subject. There is no 
lack of men’s singing groups today, more often soloistic than choral. However, the heyday of 
classical boys' groups is probably over. These ensembles did not limit themselves to the vocal 
ranges thought to be natural for men. It is no coincidence that the direct predecessors to these 
ensembles, groups that first practiced blending high voices (such as the Comedian 
Harmonists), came from the time that I will now discuss, around the 1930s. At that time, 
many musical ensembles had long refused to admit women to their ranks. But their resistance 
was already becoming obsolete. By 1910, women comprised around 10% of the members of 
Arbeitersängerbünde (workers' singing unions), and in 1931, at the end of the Weimar 
Republic, the bourgeois Deutscher Sängerbund (German Union of Choral Societies) finally 
allowed women membership rights. The downfall of men's choirs was not only caused by the 
national chauvinist disaster that had resulted from the loss of the Great War, but also by a 
change in women's roles. 
During the war, choirs had a restricted function: first and foremost, they were to 
console the soldiers, and secondarily, they motivated soldiers by serving as comrades in arms. 
“Real singer bands formed” in the POW camps, yet the numbers dwindled over the long war 
years and “many were forced to cease activity altogether.”2 But men’s singing underwent “a 
startling recovery in the post-war time.” The popularity of men’s choral societies in the 1920s 
was truly impressive: the 10th festival of the Deutscher Sängerbund in Vienna in 1928 
attracted a good 200,000 guests, of which probably half were participants.3 However, this was 
in reality a final blossoming. The decline of the men’s choir had become as irrevocable as the 
disappearance of the Wilheminian Satisfaktionsgesellschaft. The structural changes affecting 
                                                
1 This is an expanded version of a paper given by the author in May 2010 at a choral symposium at the Sibelius 
Akatemia Helsinki. A shorter German version, which does not include the appendix, was published in 
Kreativität – Struktur und Emotion, edited by Andreas Lehmann, Ariane Jeßulat and Christoph Wünsch 
(Würzburg: Königshausen & Neumann, 2013; the German title “Der Niedergang des Männerchors. Eine 
Hommage an Erwin Lendvai”). The images and musical examples are reproduced with the editors’ friendly 
permission: Simrock (followers), C.F. Peters, and Kallmeyer (Möseler). 
2 This and the following quotations are from Franz Josef Ewens, Deutsches Lied und Deutscher Sang, Karlsruhe 
und Dortmund, [1932?], 45. 
3 Cf. Friedhelm Brusniak et. al, “Chor und Chorwesen” MGG 2, Sachteil vol. 2, cols. 766-824 (Kassel: 
Bärenreiter, 1995); here, col. 812. 
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the working population proved too powerful: the societal rationale behind men’s congregating 
after work to sing together disappeared, as the working world became gradually feminized. In 
addition to being workers or housewives, women began to work in secretarial and, 
increasingly, business positions. As a result, any attempt to reform men’s choirs musically 
through providing an alternative to the widely-disdained tradition of Liedertafeln, was already 
doomed to failure. 
 
 
Image 1: Portrait of Erwin Lendvai, photographed by Erna Lendvai-Dircksen 
 
This essay considers Erwin Lendvai, the most important men’s choral composer of the 1920s, 
in an effort to present some musical attempts to save men's choral music. Contemporaries 
praised Lendvai as a “bold innovator for men's choir”. He was not the first to be honoured in 
this way: Swiss composer Friedrich Hegar was also granted such accolades for his efforts to 
found a new, more challenging genre for men's choir—the choral ballade—half a century 
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previous.4 Lendvai's artistic potential was, however, very promising. His writing is highly 
professional, with his experience as a conductor apparent in every detail.5 The music is 
stylistically mixed: chromatically-altered extended tonality rubs elbows with the polyphony 
found in unmannerly Renaissance songs, a style Lendvai had become acquainted with through 
making transcriptions in the spirit of the Jugendmusikbewegung. His music united two 
tendencies typical of the time: linear counterpoint and a morbid post-Wagnerianism, both 
equally fascinating and en vogue. 
It would be incorrect to view Lendvai as a representative of 1920s ultra-modernism. 
He was no “clever follower of the fashion of the day, who flatters the masses”, as his 
contemporary Hugo Leichtentritt phrased it.6 And yet he was extraordinarily successful: his 
choral music found appeal beyond the rivalries between the socialist and bourgeois choral 
societies. 
I would like to present Lendvai’s compositional efforts to reform men’s choral music 
through examining one example from each main area: 
 
1. Transcription of Renaissance music 
2. Composition of contemporary Gebrauchsmusik 
3. Composition of ambitious choral music 
 
Ad 1. Lendvai’s transcription of renaissance music 
The series Der polyphone Männerchor. Eine Sammlung originaler und bearbeiteter 
Vokalwerke aus drei Jahrhunderten (Polyphonic Men’s Choruses. A Collection of Original 
and Edited Vocal Works from Three Centuries), released in several volumes, was to replace a 
“systematic choral school”. Lendvai included pieces meant to be performed in concert 
programmes. The first volume opens with a gradual by Jacob Handl (Jacobus Gallus) from 
the late 16th century. Lendvai wrote meticulous didactic notes for this piece in the appendix, 
mainly warnings about difficult intonation in certain sections, but also exercises for intonation 
in particular passages. 
                                                
4 Hugo Leichtentritt, “Erwin Lendvai”, in N. Simrock Jahrbuch 3 (1930/34), 151-159. “Friedrich Hegar and his 
school had already tried to overcome the flat, barren Liedertafelei of previous eras. His ballad-like style did 
indeed improve the technical achievements of men’s choirs, but was ultimately unable to lift the genre of men’s 
choral music out of virtuosic tone-painting into the realm of high art. It was left to Lendvai to take this 
significant step, to elevate the men’s choir from the depths of clubhouse amusement to the artistic heights of the 
a cappella choir” (ibid., 156). 
5 The fact that Lendvai, as a choral director, was not uncontroversial, is a different story. See [Hans 
Glappenach], “Lendvai, Erwin”, MGG 2, Personenteil Bd. 10, Kassel e.a, cols. 1562f.-1, here, col. 1563.  
6 Leichtentritt, “Lendvai”, 151. 
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Image 2: Display all issues (end) and title page of Der polyphone Männerchor7 
 
The volume of Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich (Monuments of Art Music in Austria) 
that contained the version that was presumably Lendvai’s source was published in 1905.8 
Lendvai supplemented the original with practical performance tips. Arrows show the direction 
of intonation (eg. bars 13 and 15, always combined with ending descant clauses; in particular, 
tonics sung following leading tones should be pitched higher). In addition, Lendvai included 
both large and small breath marks (large in bars 4, 5, 7, 12 and 18; small in bars 14 and 16), 
as well as brackets for voices that are to be brought out (bar 18f). Finally, he added character 
and tempos markings (such as “andante maestoso”), metronome specifications, dynamics and 
articulation. In the final section, the original durations are cut in half. 
                                                
7 © Anton J. Benjamin, Berlin (N. Simrock). Reproduced by permission. 
8 Jacob Handl (Gallus), Opus Musicum. Mottetenwerk für das gesamte Kirchenjahr. II. Teil: von Sonntag 
Septuagesima bis zur Karwoche (mit Auschlusz der Lamentationen) ed. Emil Bezcny and Josef Mantuani. 
Publikationen der Gesellschaft zur Herausgabe der Denkmäler der Tonkunst in Österreich 24, ed. Guido Adler 
(Vienna: Artaria & Co, 1905). 
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Musical example 1: Final section from Lendvai’s edition of Handl’s gradual9; DTÖ and 
Lützel’s version below 
 
Lendvai’s handling of the metre change stems from a lack of knowledge of proportions that 
may have been typical for his time. After bar 26, he ignores further metre changes, instead 
preserving the newly established three-two signature. The consequence is that he keeps the 
duration of minims and not the duration of the bars. 
In a time that values historically informed performance, these changes are difficult to 
justify, especially if Handl is named as the (sole) author of the piece. Yet the edition is a 
valuable representation of the history of edition-making and pedagogical praxis. When 
compared to an earlier, widely distributed edition of the piece, certain peculiarities come to 
light. 
In 1861, Johann Heinrich Lützel first published a collection for men’s choir that 
included Handl’s gradual. It was designed for “schoolteacher seminars, teacher conferences 
and the higher levels in secondary education”.10 It also contains considerable differences to 
                                                
9 Ibid. 
10 I.[Johann] H[einrich] Lützel, ed., Chorgesangbuch für Kirchen- und Schulchöre, 7th ed, 1887 (first published 
1861). The gradual is the first piece in the section “Neujahr” (For the New Year), 25-27. This version is probably 
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the original, differences that went uncommented the editor: all durations are reduced, in the 
first section to minims, in the second section to crotchets. The metre change within the second 
part is ignored here, too; crescendos and an alternative German text underlay are supposed to 
compensate for this lack. This edition contains breath marks, as well as character and tempo 
markings, though the dynamics are indicated more sparingly in Lendvai’s version. Lützel had 
also declined to modify the bass declamation at the close of the piece so as to match the other 
voices. Lendvai’s version is not more historically aware than Lützel’s: it is more pedagogical. 
It is interesting that Lendvai opens Der polyphone Männerchor with a homophonic 
work. Was this choice an indication that a choirmaster and his choir should begin with a piece 
in which the voices are not independent? Was the series title chosen for advertising purposes? 
Lendvai's accompanying texts seem elegantly restrained when compared to the preface 
Lendvai's pupil Walter Rein wrote in his own collection of polyphonic works. 
 
 
Image 3: Title page of Walter Rein’s collection 
 
What did the polyphonic style promise? At the beginning of the 1920s, Rein already had a 
clear and defiant answer at the ready:  
“The homophony that has degenerated to virtuosity must be thrown overboard. Thus would end the 
dominion of the descant and the consequent enslavement of the lower voices, with their banal, 
melodically vacant steps from tone to tone. Instead, polyphony’s clear-cut architecture will come into 
its own. (…) The time has come! The battle of the voices has begun.11 
                                                
identical to the version published in 1925 (6th ed.) by the Tascher-Verlag, Kaiserslautern; evidently a standard 
work for men’s choir. 
11 Walter Rein, preface (dated Dec. 1921) to Deutsche Lieder vergangener Jahrhunderte für drei Stimmen in 
polyphonem Satz, vol. 2 (Wolfenbüttel: Kallmeyer, 1922), 3. Rein states that the imminent “new a cappella era” 
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Ad 2. Lendvai as composer of Gebrauchsmusik 
Lendvai wrote and edited many choral works for socialist choral societies. 
 
 
 
Image 4: Title page of Volksliederbuch für die Jugend (Book of Folk Songs for the 
Youth), Volume I, Issue 3.  
 
His contribution to the Volksliederbuch für die Jugend (Book of Folk Songs for the Youth) is 
also quite comprehensive. 
The song “Frisch auf, gut Gsell, laß rummer gahn!“ is an example of the boyish, devil-may-
care Renaissance songs and social songs popular in Luther's era, a time deemed safe from the 
vantage point of the 1920s, since its art seemed never to be more difficult than its people 
could tolerate. Lendvai’s arrangement was even published in two versions: one with a 
precentor, and the last melodic line sung by the second tenors; the other with the melody in a 
descant in the first tenors. Both compositions show traces of polyphony, yet by avoiding 
                                                
takes its strength “from the mastery of Joh. Seb. Bach”; however, it had previously been common to cite other 
composers’ work as paradigmatic for unaccompanied choral music (ibid). 
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harmonic distractions they remain completely diatonic. In comparison to the version of the 
same melody published in the Kaiserliederbuch, Lendvai’s versions are truly novel. 
 
 
 
Musical example 2: Lendvai: “Frisch auf, gut Gsell, laß rummer gahn!“; p. 208 (Freshen 
Up, Good Fellow, Get It Down You!)12 
                                                
12 © C.F. Peters, reproduced by permission. 
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Musical example 3: Kaiserliederbuch (Kaiser’s Songbook), vol. 2, the last page of 
Richard Strauss’ version of “Der Tummler” 
The version from the Kaiserliederbuch was composed by Richard Strauss, and is exceedingly 
ambitious.13 It is set not as a simple strophic song, but with varied verses, and Strauss 
employs all harmonic possibilities—or, rather, puts more into the song then the song can hold.   
 
Ad 3. Lendvai as a composer of ambitious choral music 
As an example I will present the first of Lendvai’s Elegische Gesänge (Plaintive Songs), op. 
44. His madrigalesque compositions from around 1930 were understood, at that time, to be 
explicitly political. It was believed that such works not only mirrored a social ideal 
(democracy), but even realized it, in that the act of singing them was educational: it was in 
                                                
13 Strauss, Richard: “Der Tummler“ (Frisch auf, gut Gsell), no. 324 in Volksliederbuch für Männerchor (so-
called Kaiserliederbuch), published by the Staatlichen Kommission für das Volksliederbuch, Leipzig: C. F. 
Peters [1906], vol. 2, 63-66. © C.F. Peters, musical example reproduced by permission. 
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effect practising democracy. Attempts to promote men’s choirs in the early years of the GDR 
were also rooted in this belief; it was hoped that such music could contribute to the formation 
of socialist citizens. In 1950, composer Wilhelm Weismann received a commission to 
compile a Liederbuch für Männerchor (Songbook for Men’s Choir). The revised edition, 
which was still in print through the 1980s, contained, among numerous works taken from the 
Kaiserliederbuch, two contributions from Lendvai that had appeared as early as 1929 in the 
songbook of the Deutscher Arbeiter-Sängerbund (German Workers’ Choral Union). Many 
still could not accept that men’s choirs had become marginalised, a past form of culture that 
was not to be revived, just like the society that had nurtured it. 
 
Musical example 4: Op. 44.1, beginning14 
 
                                                
14 © C.F. Peters, reproduced by permission. 
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Lendvai wrote a gem of decadence. Interpreting the text in a unique way, the songs employ a 
wide range of sound, yet remain tonal at all times. No.1 is a genial version of the well-known 
text to “You are as pretty as you feel”. The harmony is chromatically altered and saturated 
with 4-note chords, yet never causes dizziness; it often returns to open chords, which lends 
intensity to this old-men's song. It is a highly professional composition that demands highly 
professional singers. Perhaps it is no coincidence that the songs convey the attitude of 
“resigning in freshness”, since not only was the Satisfaktionsgesellschaft lost, but working 
women's misery had also taken on a new form. Women were no longer confined to 
housework, cooking, midwifery, tailoring or, like in Zola’s Germinal or Bizet’s Carmen, 
menial work, but were now “grey mice“ (secretaries like Kracauer’s Angestellte), profit-
hungry (in a business sense) or freelance workers (Lendvai’s first wife was a photographer). 
In the midst of the demise of men's choirs, music for this ensemble had begun to blossom; 
however, this blossoming was to prove fruitless, as there would be few future performances.  
Just before 1933, the rival choral societies (Deutscher Arbeiter-Sängerbund and Deutscher 
Sängerbund) launched increasingly heavy attacks on each other. Lendvai was caught in the 
political crossfire. Exile in England spelled more trouble for Lendvai, since men’s choirs were 
of little importance there. They were a phenomenon particular to the German-speaking 
countries and to Eastern Europe. In England, Lendvai became one of the lost migrants, a 
character the Anglo-German writer W.G. Sebald could have included in his desperate 
collection Die Ausgewanderten (The Emigrants): A Jew ejected from his homeland(s), who in 
old age cracks under his own disconsolateness. 
 
Appendix: Lendvai in Igelshieb/South Thuringia, 2012. Made aware of my existence through 
a reference in a Wikipedia article, Horst Ehrhardt (“fliegerhorst”; flying Horst)15 contacted 
me via email. He held a Lendvai autograph: did I want to see it? Did I! Ehrhardt shared his 
reminiscences: 
 “Our” piece [“Liebe und Mensch”, on a text by Georg Schmückle16] has been in our family's 
possession for a long time. When my parents transferred the house to us in the 1970s, they related that 
the piece had been hidden securely there during the Nazi period to avoid its being destroyed by fanatics. 
It is apparent from the dedication that the piece was given to the “Sängerlust” singing club of Igelshieb 
(a district of Neuhaus)—probably as recognition of the performances of Lendvai's pieces that the 
composer clearly considered to be exemplary. 
Lendvai may have been a member of the jury at choral competitions in which this club took part, and at 
which the club often took first place, according to my parents and other singing enthusiasts whom I got 
                                                
15 More information about the flight school led by Horst Ehrhardt can be found here: http://www.flugplatz-
pennewitz.de/ , abgerufen am 7. Januar 2013. 
16 Not much good can be said about Schmückle. The question of how Lendvai came to set a text by him still 
requires explanation—like so much else. 
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to know after the reunification of Germany. The Igelshieb Gesangsverein was disbanded in the late 
1950s, and with few exceptions, its documents and musical scores have all been lost.17 
 
Ehrhardt and his daughter brought the two-sided autograph to coffee (see image 5 and musical 
example 5). It had been preserved between two pieces of glass, held together with ancient 
green tape. The composition was on one side, and the text and Lendvai's dedication were on 
the other: 
 
This piece—in this version—was written for my dear Igelshieb singers 
on 22 July for a competition. 
Perhaps the text will provide some singers occasion for contemplation. 
May these sounds—which come from the heart—reach the heart!18 
 
 
 
Image 5: Front page with dedication (Lendvai’s “Liebe und Mensch”) 
 
                                                
17 From an email to the author, 20. September 2012. 
18 The original text reads: “Dieser Chor – in dieser Fassung – ist für meine lieben Igelshieber Sänger – zum 
Wertungssingen am 22. Juli geschrieben worden. Vielleicht gibt der Text manchem Sänger oder Sängerin Anlass 
zum Nachdenken. Mögen auch die Töne – von Herzen gekommen, zu Herzen gehen!” 
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At that time, Lendvai was not just any composer—a fact of which he was well aware! The 
Igelshieb singers could be proud of what they had received, and from whom they had received 
it. When is the song from? And which year was the Igelshieb version written, a version which 
is mentioned especially in the dedication? A catalog of works up until 1931 does not list a 
piece with this title.19 There must have been at least one earlier version; this earlier version 
may well be a draft of the piece for men’s choir of the same name published as op. 36 no. 4 
by Schott in October 1934,20 written for three voices: tenor, baritone and bass.  
 
 
 
Musical example 5: Op. 36 No 4, Igelshieb version 
 
Roughly speaking, the tenor was set into the higher octave to form the soprano of the 
Igelshieb version, the bass remained largely the same, while what had been the baritone now 
                                                
19 Anonymous, in Saar-Sänger-Bund Monatsschrift 11/10 (January 1932), 208-210.  
20 My warmest thanks goe to Horst Lenhof for pointing  me to this opus number, and for uncovering the 
probable date of publication. The edition contains an additional second verse by Ludwig Andersen. This is a 
pseudonym for Ludwig Strecker the younger, who was co-owner of Schott publisher Mainz. 
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became the – rather deep – tenor part; the alto was newly added. Arrangements of men's 
choral works for mixed voices usually feature fewer changes than is the case here. Typically 
the second tenor of a four-voice piece for men's choir is kept to form the tenor part, and the 
first bass is transposed up an octave to form the alto. The far-reaching changes -- not just in 
the harmony -- in the version for mixed choir are, first and foremost, a result of the original 
having been written only for three voices. However, some differences cannot be sufficiently 
explained by this necessity of adding a new voice. The version for men's choir, published 
after the Igelshieb version, must have been thoroughly amended before publication. It is more 
sparse, compositionally polished, and more radical at the end, when it comes to the display of 
the harmonically exterritorial B-flat section. 
The first system of the manuscript is taped over an earlier text. I did not remove the 
tape, and do not know what lies under it: does it concern the earlier version of the piece (for 
men’s choir), or did Lendvai simply make a mistake when writing the new version, a mistake 
he did not want to have visible on the gift? The question of whether the version for mixed 
choir had also been printed remains similarly unanswered. In any case, it was not common for 
Lendvai to publish his choral works in multiple versions, for different ensembles. 
As he usually assigned opus numbers in the order in which he wrote the pieces, it is 
highly probably that the original version for men’s choir had long been completed at the 
beginning of the 1930s, since the catalog of works from that time lists works with opus 
numbers into the 70s, and op. 37 had been published already in 1926.21 By the time Lendvai 
gave the choir the autograph, he must already have been famous among choristers. Thus, it 
seems likely that he wrote the Igelshieb version in 1932—the 11th Deutsches Sängerfest took 
place in Frankfurt am Main from 21-24 July of that year. It cannot be ascertained from the 
festival program whether the Igelshieb choir participated in the competition on 22 July, as the 
choirs are not named in detail. In any case: the style of the work does not contradict this 
dating. 
The writing creates the expectation, that the song would follow certain traditional 
compositional rules. It is not without its flaws: the parallel 5ths leading to the final chord of 
the first section (bars 10-11, between soprano and tenor), the parallel octaves between 
soprano and bass (bar 16), the melodically unprepared dissonances (for instance, in the tenor 
bar 8 or bar 18), the unprepared bass note in bar 9. One wonders if the cadence in bars 24-25 
can sound cadential at all, since A, the tonic and the note to which everything should resolve, 
is held through from a previous bar (the note is held first in the tenor, and then in the bass). 
                                                
21 Once again, my thanks go to Horst Lenhof for this information. 
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The piece makes a similar first impression to other Lendvai works: very little is self-evident, 
the voice leading is awkward. The piece first becomes musically convincing on the third or 
fourth playing; the compositional errors also become less important. Horst Ehrhardt wrote the 
following about the composition: 
 
Personally, I don't find the harmony so difficult to understand. It's interesting, and fits well to the text 
until the end—there, I think the question mark doesn't get expressed.22 
 
This is an accusation often leveled at strophic songs: that the repeated music does not fit each 
verse equally well. In transcribing the text, Lendvai omitted the grammatically correct 
question mark such that the question can also be read as an accusation. The use of the 
Neapolitan and the Italian sixth shortly before the end (bar 27) is effective (and almost too 
conventional). The listener expects that the harmonic realm touched on earlier would have an 
effect on the following harmonic developments, not simply be forgotten. The harmony is not 
balanced: the entire first section occupies an harmonic space with one flat and one sharp, such 
that the flat-heavy ending is conspicuous. Music for daily use, not music for eternity—
Lendvai wrote what the singers wanted. Yet his music and the recollections of him as an 
individual are still relevant today, even if not aesthetically: they revitalize regional memory. 
 
Translated by Kian Geiselbrechtiger and Anicia Timberlake 
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